The varied shear correction coefficient and the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) 
Introduction
There are some main explanations and fundamental theoretical backgrounds of using on shear correction, thermal vibration and functionally graded material (FGM) plates. The effect of shear correction on the tangential displacements of thick plates can be considered in linear and nonlinear forms. The effect of thermal vibration on the stresses of layers with temperature difference can be considered in an important item. The FGM plates usually composed with the metal and ceramic properties of constituent materials. There are some investigations on the FGM plates. In 2014, Najafabadi et al. presented the free vibration analysis of FGM sandwich plates by using a first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT). In 2014, Xiang et al. [7] found the natural frequency of the FGM plates on elastic foundations by using an nth-order shear deformation theory and a mesh-less approach. [18] approximates the derivative of function is applied in the formulation of dynamic equilibrium differential equations by considering for four sides simply supported, not symmetric, orthotropic of laminated FGM plates, the dynamic GDQ discrete equations in matrix notation can be derived.
Numerical Results and Discussions
The following coordinates i 
The time sinusoidal displacement and temperature of thermal vibrations are used as follows.
u u x y z x y t x mn
v v x y z x y t y mn
w w x y t mn  ( , ) sin(
And with the simple vibration of temperature parameter Table 2 used for the GDQ and shear calculations. 
